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Brief vom April1 by Guy Helminger is a short story which can be categorized into the genre of 

crime or thriller. The reader follows three main characters, who are detectives at the police 

headquarters of cologne. They try to decipher a letter they received from a serial killer. Sophie 

with her seemingly cognitive supernatural abilities is able to, trough the use of the letters, 

visually project herself on location where the victim is, thus being able to locate the place of 

murder. Renkmeyer and Mehmet, on the other hand, are but physical support.  

Through the ten weeks of learning about the landscape of Luxembourgish literature and 

the science of translation, we as students had to apply the learned methodology and document 

difficulties we have encountered. The following is a personal reflection paper about the whole 

project. 

The original text is written in a quite charming German style, usual for Guy Helminger, 

who has a broad catalogue of literary knowledge. Nevertheless, one of the first difficulties that 

have appeared in Brief vom April are the use of German compound nouns (e.g. Wasserschliere). 

This is a technique allowed in the German language, to merge two nouns into a new one. 

Deciphering those compound nouns, or even understanding their meaning, was a task with 

complications. However, this allowed personal interpretation and use of personal creative 

writing, trying to convey the meaning of a passage.  

Furthermore, the use of personal creative writing was used commonly. Hence, 

individuals whom have experience with writing stories, might have a superior knowledge 

concerning the metatextual level of literary pieces. Understanding the structure of building 

short stories, gives the translator tools useable for translation. However, a certain problem 

might arise. The translated text might lose the original essence, due to the influence of the 

translator. Rather than being a text by Guy Helminger, it resembles a literary piece of the 

translator. This is the case in my translation when it comes to vocabulary. The vocabulary used 

are words that resonate personally and are used in personal creative writing. Some of the 

vocabulary used is also from the exchange with the translation partner for this project. Various 

words were much more useful and better translated, and thus have been used instead. 

In addition, some elements were added or subtracted. There were instances where an 

English noun could describe something and, therefore, I was able to delete an entire sentence: 

 

 
1 Guy Helminger, ‘Brief vom April’, D’Messer am Réck (Luxembourg: Editions Guy Binsfeld, 2006), pp. 152 – 

157.  
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‘Bis dahin aber werden die Häuser noch nicht die Besitzer gewechsel haben.’ – In this 

instance, I used the word ‘tenants’, which in English already indicates that they refer to 

a house or building and therefore the need to mention houses was non-existent. 

 

On the other hand, in a few instances elements were added, such as common British 

endings in questions. This was done to depict dialogue much smoother and natural, rather than 

a static and literal translation. Dialogue was personally the most important part, because it 

conveys the characteristics of the characters and the most important aspect was to keep the 

original essence. Different languages have different speech patterns and slang, and finding the 

right translation is of utmost importance. The exchange with the group of Sheffield students 

helped me in this, because at first, they told me that the initial draft had been to literal, rather 

than being fluid.  

Some words or allegories were, however, completely switched, because there were 

similar sayings in English. This, again, was done to not confuse the English-speaking audience. 

Nevertheless, this should be decided by the translator, because translating the original might 

still work. 

This project was a pleasant introduction into the art of translating. As Luxembourger, 

translation has been a given, an element of everyday life that has not had much personal 

attention. This course and project however, enhanced the value of translating and sparked a 

certain interest in it. Especially, the translation into English, even though at some points it is a 

struggle rather than pleasant writing, as depicted above. 
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